Abstract. A class TZ~ of algebras of the same type is said to be finitely decidable iff the first order theory of the class of finite members of 'V is decidable. Let y be a congruence modular variety. In this paper we prove that if "V is finitely decidable, then the following hold. (1) Each finitely generated subvariety of 2^ has a finite bound on the cardinality of its subdirectly irreducible members. (2) Solvable congruences in any locally finite member of Y are abelian. In addition we obtain various necessary conditions on the congruence lattices of finite subdirectly irreducible algebras in "V .
Introduction
The study of the decidability of first order theories has been one of the major themes in mathematical logic since the beginning of the 20th century. In earlier days, research in the theory of decidability was focused on determining whether a particular theory is decidable. These days, after the pioneering works of Zamyatin [22] [23] [24] [25] and Burns and McKenzie [2] , higher level questions like "when is a theory decidable?" are being asked and (partially) answered [3, 8- 10, 13, 17, [19] [20] [21] .
The problem of characterizing finitely decidable varieties was raised in various places such as [2, 4, 17] . Recently in the late 1980s, Idziak was able to completely characterize the finite decidability for those varieties which are congruence distributive, finitely generated and of finite type [8] [9] [10] . This paper is an attempt to extend his result in the direction of replacing "distributive" by "modular".
It turned out that finitely decidable and congruence modular varieties have very nice structural properties. For instance, if such a variety is finitely generated and of finite type, then there exist only finitely many subdirectly irreducible algebras, which are all finite.
For notations in general, we followed those in [6, 7, 16 ]. We will be using a few more notations which are as follows. A subdirect power D of A (to a set, say X) is said to be diagonal iff D contains all the constant maps. We write D <diag A* in this situation. If D C Ax, and B C A, then D(B) denotes the set D n Bx. If f, g £ Ax and </> is a binary relation on A, then thê -equalizer of / and g is a subset of X given by _ lifi, g) G <PÍ = {x £ X\(f(x), g(x)) £ </>}. implies fi £ D. A. finite Boolean triple is a first order structure (B, B0, Bx, <), where (B, <) is a finite Boolean lattice order and B¡ (i < 2) axe subuniverses of the associated Boolean algebra B. The class of all finite Boolean triples is hereditarily undecidable. (The proof can be found, for instance, in [9] .)
Preliminary
Throughout this paper, we fix a variety W which is finitely decidable and congruence modular. Then, by (8.5 ) and (11.1) of [7] , every prime quotient in a finite algebra in y has type either 2 or 3 and has minimal sets with empty tails. We will be making use of this fact frequently throughout this paper without further notice. One more fact about our variety 'V, which will be very useful in the arguments in this paper, is that whenever A is finite member of 'V there exists a ternary term p(x, y, z) such that A N p(x, y, y) « x « p(y, y, x) [13] . It is well known that the existence of such a term p(x, y, z), which is Now suppose that x, y,u,v,a£A, s £ P0I2A, and (x, y) £ (0A : CgA(z< ,v)). Then p(s(x, u), s(x, ü), a) = a = p(s(y, u), s(y, Ü), a).
In this equality, we can replace the u 's marked by """ by v 's since (u, v) £ (0A : CgV, y)), and get
Conversely, suppose that (4) holds for all s £ P0I2A, a £ A. Then when we assume s(x, v) = s(y, v), we obtain s(x, u) = s(y, u) by replacing a 's in (4) by s(x, v) 's (or equivalently, by s(y, v) 's). Now by (3), we get
Let 8 £ Con A be given and let x, y, u,v £ A. Then (x, y) £ (0A : 6) iff (x, y) £ (0A : CgA(zz, v)) for all (u,v) £ 8. Thus, by combining (3) and (5), we get (x,y)£(0A: 6) &
Thus we see that whenever D <d¡ag Ax and a £ Con A is a centralizer of some congruence of A, the binary predicate (f,g) £ D(a) (or equivalently, I(/\ S) € ojJ = X) on D is first order definable in D by (7) .
One tame congruence theoretic fact that we will be using frequently in this paper is that if U is a minimal set relative to some prime quotient in a finite algebra A, then whenever D is a diagonal subdirect power of A, D(U) is definable in D by a first order formula; to prove this, choose an idempotent unary polynomial e of A so that e(A) = U, and note that (Vf£D)(f£D(U)#e(f) = f).
NONABELIAN MONOLITH CASE
In this section, we will investigate the finite subdirectly irreducible members of TZ^ with nonabelian monoliths. Lemma 1. Let A be a finite subdirectly irreducible algebra in 'V with a monolith of type 3. Then, for any a ^ b £ A, there exists a first order formula o(x) such that whenever D is a diagonal subdirect power of A., we have (Vf£D)(f£D({a,b})*D£e(fi)).
Proof. The proof is found in [13] . D Theorem 2. Let A be a finite subdirectly irreducible member of 'V with a nonabelian monolith. Then typ{A} = {3} .
Proof. Let p be a monolith of A. Then the type of p. is 3 and hence we can use Lemma 1. Let N be a (0A , /¿)-minimal set, say yV = {0, 1} . Then clearly CgA(0, 1) = p. Assume, on the contrary, that there exists a prime quotient (0,6) in Con A with type not equal to 3. We will get a contradiction by interpreting the class of all finite graphs into Spfin(A).
By tame congruence theory, we know that typ(r5, 6) = 2. Choose a (Ô, 8)-minimal set U and choose an ordered pair (a, b) in a trace of U so that (a,b) £ ô. Let a finite graph G d= (V, E) be given. Wlog V n E = 0. Pick x0 not in V U E and let X = {xq} U V U E. Let vq,v\, ... , vn_x be a one-to-one enumeration of V. For each i < n, let h¡ £ {a, b}x be defined by
hj(x) = b if x = v, ox v¡ £ x £ E, = a otherwise.
Let H = {h¡\i < n} . Then it is obvious that H is in one-to-one correspondence with V via the map h¡ >-► v¡. Let D be the subalgebra of Ax generated by H U {â: a £ A} . Note that D is a diagonal subdirect power of A and hence D({a, b}) is first order definable in D by Lemma 1. By (1) and basic tame congruence theory, we get a unary polynomial A(x) of A such that (k(a), 1(b)) = (0, I) and ran(A) = {0, 1} . If we let meet(x, y) be a binary polynomial operation of A such that meet^ is the Boolean meet operation of A|jv , and let a formula Edge(x, y) be given by
Edge(x, y) = (meet(A(x), Af») $é Ô) A (x $ y), all, / is a member of D, which is generated in Ax by members of H and the constant maps. So we can find a polynomial operation <?(x) with arity n such that f = q(ho, ... , h"-X). By applying the idempotent unary polynomial of A whose range is U to both sides of this identity, we may assume that ran(<7) ç U. Moreover, q(ïï) = q(ho, ... , /z"_i)(xn) = /(xn) = a, where the last equality (xn) = a comes from X(fi) v h0 ^ Î. Thus q(a/6 n U) ç a/8 n U, which means we may assume that q is a polynomial of the induced algebra A|a/0nry • If we let M = (a/6nU)/ô , then (A/S)\m is polynomially equivalent to a module M over a ring, say R. Further, we can assume that a/à is the 0-element of the module. Choose c/ô £ M and r0, ... , r"_i £ R so that f/ô = q(h)/ô = £;<" r, • (hi/ô) + c/ô . Let us look at the value of each side of this identity at x0 . We already know that /(xn) = a, and thus fi(xo)/S = a/6 = 0M . But the value of the r.h.s. at x0 is just c/ô since h¡(xo)/o = a/ô = 0M for all i < n . Thus c/ô = 0^ and we can now write <8> *-?>(*)■ k(f) A hy ^ Ô, which is one of the conjuncts of faf), implies that there exists at least one j < n such that fi(v¡) = b , and the last conjunct of <p(f) tells us that there exists at most one j < n for which f(v¡) = b . Choose the unique j < n so that f(Vj) = b and call it k. Let j < n be given. Then by evaluating the identity (8) Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that such a three element interval 0n -< 6X -<82 exists in some A € 2^n . We will get a contradiction. We work on Con A. Let an be a maximal member of the set {8 £ ConA|0 > do, 8 ~¿8X} . Then an is strictly meet irreducible.
Let ax = 0i V an and a2 = 02 V a0 . Then 02 A ao = 0n since I[8q , 62] is a three-element interval. We have just shown that (0n, 02) / (ao, 02). Now, the quotient algebra A/an £ TP" is subdirectly irreducible with monolith ai/an. Moreover, by the tame congruence theory, the types of the quotients (an/an, ai/ao) and (ai/an, a2/ao) axe 3 and 2 respectively, which contradicts Theorem 2. D While we proved Corollary 3 and the following Theorem 4 for modular varieties, working independently and at about the same time, Valeriote [20] proved the (3,2) and (3, 1)-transfer principle for every finitely decidable locally finite variety. We incorporate Valeriote's result into our proof of the present Theorem 4 below. Theorem 4. Let A be a finite subdirectly irreducible member of any finitely decidable variety with a monolith of type 3. Then Con A is a linear lattice. Proof. Suppose that Con A is not linear. In order to derive a contradiction, def choose two incomparable congruences <t3o and <px of A so that <po >~ r/>nAr/>i = 4>^(px. Then typ(</>, fa) = 3 (i < 2) by [20] . Let B=f(B,<, BQ,BX) be a finite Boolean triple. We are going to interpret B into some member of Ps,fin(A) via a first order formula in a way which is independent of B. That will suffice. Wlog B is the power set of some finite set X and < is simply the set theoretic inclusion relation. We define (A, <z>n, (px)B = D to be the subalgebra of Ax with the universe {/ £ Ax\f-x(a/fa) £ Bi for every a£A, i<2}.
Indeed we can easily check that D is a subuniverse from the fact that A is finite. Further, we easily see that 
To prove the claim, suppose that f £ D(V) and f~x(l) = <¡>(f) £ B¡. Choose g £ D(VX-j) so that g-1(li_,) = f~x(l). Then it is straightforward to check that this g is a witness for the r.h.s. of (13) . The converse of the claim is also easily proved. Thus we can recover the full structure (B, In fact, we cannot have a decomposition theorem W = Wq ® Wx with Wq nontrivial and equal to either {A e W\A is abelian} or {A € 3^"|A is congruence distributive}.
Proof. We will construct a finite algebra A such that (i) V(A) is finitely decidable and congruence permutable,
(ii) A is simple and typ(0^, 1^) = 3, (hi) A has a nontrivial abelian subalgebra B.
Then W = V(A) will be a witness of our proposition, i.e., W is locally finite, congruence modular and finitely decidable but ^(Sf) is not congruence distributive and contains a nontrivial abelian algebra B. Let A = {0, 1,2} and B = {0, 1} ç A . The language of A has exactly one function symbol d, which is ternary. The basic operation d(x, y, z) = dA is defined to be a Maltsev operation on A such that It remains to show that W is finitely decidable. For that matter, it suffices to show that *V is directly representable. But this is immediate by (5.11) of [15] . D
Abelian monolith case
We return to considering a fixed congruence modular and finitely decidable variety "V. Proof. Let A e ^i, sn and p, v, 8 £ Con A be given as in the hypotheses of the theorem. Let Tht(x, y) be a first order formula such that, whenever D<diagAx, fi,g£D, D\=Yht(f,g)^(fi,g)£D (8) .
Such a formula Tht(x, y) exists by the remark following (7). We define two more formulas as follows.
Img(x,y, z, w) = y (A(z) «xAA(iu) «y), Proof of Claim. 3. Suppose that ao ^ ax and a0 y i>, ax y v . By Claim 2, we know that both of the prime quotients have type 3. We will interpret the following class of relational structures into Ps,fin(A). EDfin = {(X, po,Px)\Po, Px S Eqv(A-), p0 n px = 0X& 0 < \X\ < co}.
def Let X = (X, p0, px ) £ EDfin be given. Let P(X) be the power set Boolean algebra on the set X, and for each i < 2 let B¡ = the sub-Boolean algebra of P(X) generated by the ¿»¿-classes. Let A(X) = {f£ Ax\f-x(a/ai) £ Bi (Va£A, Vi < 2)}.
We are going to semantically embed X into A(X) <diag Ax . In the following discussion, z is a variable ranging over {0, 1}. Choose a (v, a,)-minimal set {0,, 1,}, a unary idempotent polynomial operation e, of A such that e¡(A) = {0¡, 1,} and a binary polynomial operation meet, of A such that meet,-|j0j,i(} is the Boolean meet operation of A{0l;i,}. Since (0,, 1,-) £ a, -ai_,, we only have to find formulas A,(x), r,(x), and Y(x, y) such that for all f, g £ D, DNA,-C0 iff f£D({0i,h}), It is straightforward to check that these formulas do the job. D
We have shown that A/v is either trivial or subdirectly irreducible with type 3 monolith. Thus, by Theorem 2 and Theorem 4, the proof of the lemma has been completed. G Remark. The statement of Lemma 6 Claim 2 was first conjectured by R. Willard. In fact, he proved the statement himself (assuming permutability) independent of the author [21] .
The following lemma is an expanded version of (7.8) of [6] . Proof. We adopt the following notation: If B is an algebra and C is a subdirect subalgebra of B2, then for each congruence ô of B, and for each i < 2, o¡ is the preimage of ô under the projection map «¡: C -► B onto the z'th coordinate. If ô, 8 £ Con B, then ô x 0 is defined to be the congruence ¿o A 0i of C. For each i < 2, n¡ is the kernel of n¡. We will use the symbols " • " and "+" for the "meet" and "join" lattice operations respectively. To prove (hi), we only need to show [y, p'] < A =$> y < v', Vy £ Con A'. Suppose that v' < y £ Con A'. We will show that y cannot centralize p' modulo A. That will suffice. Choose ((a, b), (a', b') ) £ y so that (a, a') 0 v . Then ((a, a), (a', a') ) £ y since y > z/0. Choose a term t(x, yo,... , yn-x) and (Ci, di) £ p (i < n) so that t(a, c) = t(a, d) and t(a', c) ^ t(a', d). Now we have, ((a, a), (a', a') ) £ y, ((c¡, c¡), (c¡, d¡)) £ ß' (i < n) and (t ((a,a) , (c0,c0), ... , (cn-i, c"_i)), t((a, a), (co, do), ... , (c"-X, ú?"-i») g A, (t((a', a') ,(c0,co),..., (cn-x, c"_.)), t((a', a'), (co, do), ... , (cn-x, 4-i))> ^no~nx-But the last membership relation " € no -nx " implies " 0 A " since A • z/0 = 0^' < nx ■ We completed the proof of (iii).
To prove (iv), first observe that To prove ao = (0^.: a0), we need to show that for every y £ Con A', if y > fa, then y does not centralize y/o'8x modulo A. So suppose y > fa and choose ((a, b), (a', b') ) £ y so that (a, a') & </>. Then ((a, a), (a', a') ) £ y since y > z/o. Choose a term i(x,yo, ... , yn-x) and choose (c,, d¡) £ y/ (i < n) so that t (a,c) = t(a,d) and t(a',c) ^ t(a', d ). Now we have ((a, a), (a', a') ) £ y, ((c¡, c¡), (d¡, c,) ) £y/o-8x and (t ((a,a), (co,co) ,..., (c"-\, c"_i)), t ((a,a), (d0,c0) , ... ,(dn_x ,c"_i)))eA, (t ((a', a') ,(c0,c0) ,..., (c"-x, c"_i)), t((a',a'), (d0,co), ... , (dn-X, cn-X))) £ nx -no- 
This completes the proof. D [7] .) To prove (iv), let 6 = (0A: v). 8 must be abelian since 0 centralizes v which is > 0. Suppose that there exists an abelian congruence 8' which is not < 8. Then 8' < (0A : 8') < v. Then, by Lemma 6, we have 3 £ typ{0', v} , which implies that v is not solvable. Now that 0 is abelian (and hence solvable), type{0, v} should contain 3. We will get a contradiction by semantically embedding the class of all finite Boolean triples into V(A)fin . By Lemma 7, we can assume wlog that Con A contains congruences ao, ax, and ß such that ao Aai = ß > 8 and a, g ai_, (i < 2). Further, we can assume that 3 £ typ{/j", a0}ntyp{/3, ax }ntyp{0, ß} . For each i < 3, choose 0¡, y, G Con A so that ß < ôi ^ y, < a, (i < 2), 8 < ô2 -< y2 < ß and typ(¿,, y,) = 3 def (i < 3). in the algebra Ao which has less cardinality than A. We are done with the case 0 ^ no ■ The other remaining case 6 ■£ nx can be handled similarly. This completes the proof of (i).
(ii) is the direct consequence of (i) and [6, (10.15) ]. To prove (iii), let 0 be a solvable congruence in a locally finite algebra A 6 'V. If A has a solvable congruence that is not abelian, then some finitely generated subalgebra of A will also have a solvable congruence that is not abelian. Thus wlog A is finitely generated (i.e., finite). Take a subdirect representation A <sd Ao x • • • x A"_i. def Then, for each i < n, n¡(6) = 8' £ Con A, is a solvable congruence in the finite subdirectly irreducible algebra A, 6 "V and hence abelian. But then 0* =f 00 x ... x Qn-x g Con Ao x • • • x A"_, is abelian and thus 8 <8*\A must be abelian also.
Finally, to prove (iv), suppose that there exists a locally finite algebra A of 'V for which the first center Zx is strictly less than the second center Z2. We are going to get a contradiction. McKenzie and Valeriote showed that the property Z2 = Zx holds for finite algebras in decidable varieties [17] . The statement (iv) above is close to this. It replaces "finite" by "locally finite" and "decidable" by "finitely decidable or decidable" with the additional assumption of congruence modularity.
Discussion
Throughout this section, we let ^ be a finitely generated congruence modular variety of finite type satisfying all the necessary conditions for finite decidability stated in this paper together with congruence permutability (which has been shown to be necessary in [13] ).
Recently Albert [1] showed that "V is finitely decidable if it satisfies the following two more conditions: (i) for each finite subdirectly irreducible algebra in TP, if the monolith is abelian, then p = (0A: p),
(ii) the abelian subvariety of 'V is finitely decidable. In fact the condition (ii) above is easily seen to be necessary for finite decidability of TP since an algebra in 'V is abelian iff it satisfies a first order sentence saying that a Maltsev term for "V commutes with each basic operation.
Several months after Albert's result, Idziak [11] claims that 'V is finitely decidable if (i) for each finite subdirectly irreducible algebra in *V, the centralizer of the monolith is comparable to every congruence of A, (iii) for each finite subdirectly irreducible algebra A in ^ having a nonabelian monolith, the variety of R(W, n)-modules is finitely decidable, where n is the cardinality of A and W is the subvariety of W generated by all subdirectly irreducible algebras B of 'V such that some homomorphic image of B is isomorphic to A.
For the notation R(W, n) in (ii), the readers are referred to [6] . Condition (i) above has been shown to be necessary by Idziak and Valeriote [12] . So now the characterization problem of finite decidability for finitely generated congruence modular variety of finite type has been solved modulo the problem of characterizing finite decidability of module varieties. The question whether Albert's condition (ii) and Idziak's condition (i) are sufficient for the finite decidability of y is still open.
The result presented in this paper is a part of the Ph.D. thesis of the author [14] . The author wishes to thank his advisor Professor R. McKenzie for his very helpful suggestions and the constant encouragement throughout the period of this research.
